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Introduction   by Martin   
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill). 

The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year). 

 

This is a very late edition and also lacks a gamette!  

Apologies to the contributors! 

Normal service will be resumed. 
 

 

The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming. 

All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is 

intrinsically better or worse.  That is the stated policy of the Mill. 

 

Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill.  

The Mill's mission is to promote 15mm. 

 

Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is 

no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary 

gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share their interest with 

others. In fact, the Mill would rather have articles based upon a normal table set up with 

normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the 

Mill not to their liking. 

If any gamer has an article or pictures, then please send them to  

martinraegoddard@gmail.com 

There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only. 

No nicknames. 

Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance. 

 

• The Mill does not publish for profit. 

• The Mill does not accept advertising. 

• The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for 

"Peter Pig". 

• The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a 

proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If 

these are not provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for 

a reason. 

• The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved. 

• The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution. 
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• The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines. 

• If you can help with articles and ideas, please do so. 

• Articles can be in non-English language too.  

• There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus, a review will be called "a 

review" 

 

 

Hope you enjoy this magazine. 

martin Goddard   

October 2020 
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1.  Samurai army    By Bill W 
 

As my journey through the world of Wargaming continues I have begun to try and 

reduce my lead mountain by selling of all those unfinished projects that I no longer have 

the interest in. 

 Things I bought because they were “shiny” and reduce things down to the periods and 

genres I really love. Feudal Japan is one of them. You can see more of my collection on 

my site www.HistoricalHobbies.com . The pictures are old and both the armies and the 

castle have grown.  

 

A direct link to the page (needs to be updated) is here 

http://historicalhobbies.com/?page_id=681 I have been revamping my site as I get time 

from what used to look much like yours, where one had to know HTML and do it 

yourself to a more modern version using Wordpress. Many of the old articles and 

pictures have yet to be transferred since there are quite a few things in life that come first 

(according to my wife). 

 

My army is composed of mostly Two Dragons figures, as I believe they were around 

before the PP range  and that’s what Brookhurst Hobbies carried. Later tBrookhurst 

started selling the PP excellent rules and  figures. By the way, I love the figures and 

purchased quite a few to use in my second Samurai army.  

 

 

Bill W 

www.historicalHobbies .com 

 

http://www.historicalhobbies.com/
http://historicalhobbies.com/?page_id=681
http://www.historicalhobbies/
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2. USS Cairo   by Bob 
 

There are so very few examples of early ironclads (or parts of them) in existence the 

chance to see one up close is not to be missed. 

The Cairo (pronounced Kay-ro) was one of seven city class gunboats (Unofficially 

known as the Pook Turtles) were designed & built by James Eads for service on the 

Mississippi river.  

 

Eads & Commander John Roberts (Union Navy) “decided that the gunboats should 

have adequate armor to withstand direct shot from the artillery of the day; speed 

sufficient to be able to move against the current; shallow draft; and enough guns to 

present a serious and credible threat to the enemy. Not stated but well understood was 

the necessity of providing adequate accommodations for the crew, who would likely be 

forced to fight inside the protective shell of armor in the heat of a Southern summer.” 

(Per Wikipedia) 

 

Needless to say, these design features show up many times when studying these ships.  

Samuel M. Pook, working at the time in Cairo, Illinois.  “designed a vessel, or rather a set 

of vessels, that drew only six feet (1.9 meters) while carrying 13 guns. Capable of eight 

knots, each bore 2.5 inches (64 mm) of armor on the casemates and half that on the 

pilot house. In order to carry the machinery that would drive the great weight forward 

at speed while maintaining the light draft, the boats had to be made quite broad in 

relation to their length. Pook's solution was to give the hull three keels, the outboard 

pair somewhat longer than the one on the centerline. Propulsion was provided by a 

single paddle wheel at the after end of the center keel; the casemate armor that was 

carried back along the longer outboard keels provided the paddles a measure of 

protection from enemy gunfire from forward and abeam but not from astern.” (Per 

wikepedia) 

 

You will notice how low in the water all of the river gunboats sat. Other designs that 

came later delivered ships that could steam down river but didn’t have the speed to go 

back up against the current, or they drew too much water & got hung up frequently on 

river sand bars. The city class were well designed and quite successful, fighting all the 

way through the Mississippi campaign. By January 1862 all were completed & turned 

over to the army. (Note this was the last time all the ships were as identical as they 

would get. Almost everyone was changed or reconfigured by their captains & crew. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_M._Pook
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casemate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keel
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(Per Wikepedia) 
 

Cairo was 175’ in length, was 152 tons & was crewed by 251 officers & men. She was 

built at Mound City IL, others in the class at St Louis, but all right on the river. 

Armament (as designed) “Positions.... were provided for 13 guns. Three gunports 

faced forward, four were on each side, and two aft. When they were first 

commissioned, the armament of most vessels of the class consisted of six 32-pounder 

and three 8-inch Dahlgren smooth bore guns and four 42-pounder army rifles. The 

exception was St. Louis (later Baron De Kalb), which had seven 32-pounders and 

two 8-inch Dahlgrens. In addition, some carried a single 12-pounder boat howitzer 

that is not counted as part of the armament. The mix of guns was changed later in 

the war; as this was done irregularly, refer to the individual ship articles.” (Per 

Wikepedia)      Note the 12 lb howitzer carried by the Cairo was to assist in repelling 

enemy boarders. 

 

To speed up her entrance into the service, Cairo and the other City-class ships were 

fitted with whatever weapons were on hand, then had their weapons upgraded as new 

pieces were made available. Though the 8 in (200 mm) smoothbore Dahlgren guns were 

fairly modern, most of the other original weapons were antiquated, such as the 32-

pounders, or modified, such as the 42-pounder "rifles". These were old smoothbores 

that had been made into rifles. The 42-pounder weapons were of particular concern to 

military commanders because they were structurally weaker and more prone to 

exploding than purpose-built rifled cannons. Additionally, the close confines of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_artillery_in_the_age_of_sail
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dahlgren_gun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howitzer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dahlgren_gun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rifle
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combat on the rivers greatly increased the threat of boarding parties. The 12-pounder 

howitzer was equipped to address that concern and was not used in regular combat. 

(Per wikepedia).   
 

This accounted (in the Cairo’s case) why when recovered she had 3 of the original 42 lbers replaced. 

January 1862 November 1862 

• 3 × 8-inch smoothbores 
• 6 × 42-pounder rifle 
• 6 × 32-pounder rifles 
• 1 × 12-pounder rifle 
 

• 3 × 8-inch smoothbores 
• 3 × 42-pounder rifles 
• 6 × 32-pounder rifle 
• 1 × 30-pounder rifle 
• 1 × 12-pounder rifle 

 
 
 
 

 
Picture from the inside of the museum showing one of the original gun carriages & what 

is left of I believe a 32lb. Gun & carriages on the ship are replicas. (Photo credit Steven 

Markos) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howitzer
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Picture of the national park plaque detailing the gun locations & armor style of plating in 

various areas. 
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Armor  (as designed)  ......” The casemate armor was 2.5 inches (64 mm) thick, rolled 

in plates 13 inches (33 cm) wide and 8 to 13 feet (2.44 to 3.96 m) long. Total weight of 

the armor was 75 tons (68 tonnes). Pook's initial design called for armor only on the 

sides abreast the engines; Commander Rodgers, however, extended the plating to 

cover the forward casemate. The after casemate, hull, and deck not covered by the 

casemate were left unprotected. An additional 47 tons (43 tonnes) of armor was put 

on following the battle of Fort Pillow. At the same time, protection against ramming 

was given to the hulls by railroad iron at the stems and sterns.”   (per Wikepedia) 

 

The iron plating was mounted as part of the sloping casemate that enclosed the gun 

deck. The 2-1/2 inch thick charcoal plate iron was originally backed by a two foot 

thickness of white oak timbers. Without the wood to absorb the shock of shot and shell 

hitting the iron, the metal would have shattered like glass. (Per Cairo Museum) 

 
 

Note the original wood & the frame built around the Cairo (To both support it & allow 

additions & the public to walk through her) This bow section show original armor & 

Some of the original wood support used. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Fort_Pillow
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Some of her original armor plate that covered the casemate area & bolted to the support 

frame (without the original wood backing. 
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A picture from the National Park web site showing the additional Railroad armor added 

later after the first few actions. Note how the rails of the period were that much smaller. 

(Picture credited to Mr Steven Markos) 
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Picture Looking up into the armored pilothouse area.  

Engines.  “The engines were designed by engineer Thomas Merritt.[20] The 22-foot (6.7 

m) paddlewheel was driven by two steam engines, mounted at opposite ends of the 

axle, 90 degrees apart. Five boilers, 36 inches (0.91 m) in diameter and 24 feet (7.3 m) 

long, gave steam to a cylinder 22 inches (0.56 m) in diameter with a six-foot (1.8 m) 

stroke.  

The initial placement of the engines proved to be unsatisfactory. In order to protect 

them from enemy shot, they had been crowded into shallow holds, causing the engines 

to work both water and steam. To remedy the problem, the steam drums had to be 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City-class_ironclad#cite_note-20
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moved to the top of the boilers. This meant that they were no longer fully protected.”    

 
 

Note the Small linked Fire Tube Boilers (which operated under 140lb pressure). 
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This picture shows the original ram Pistons (one per side) which in turn drove the 22’ 

paddle wheel.  
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The area next to the drive piston showing hull construction & the inner & outer hull. 
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The rest of the rear showing the gun positions & the twin rudder arrangement. (which 

must have allowed for much greater maneuverability on the river) 

Cairo participated in a number of actions on the Mississippi, Ohio & Yazoo rivers. On 

December 12 1862, the Cairo was busy clearing mines/torpedoes near Haines Bluff on 

the Yazoo river, when two confederates detonated a torpedo (electronically) under her. 

The resulting underwater explosion ripped a large hole in the lower front hull (where 

there was no armor) & the Cairo went down in 12 minutes in 36’ of water (with no 

casualties).  Thus becoming the first armored warship in history to be sunk by an 

electronically detonated mine.  
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The forward port side of the bow where one of the torpedo’s detonated & caused the 

massive flooding 

A gunboat following, ran over the Cairo smoke stacks that were sitting out of the water 

to prevent the Confederates having a marker that might allow them to salvage her guns. 

And there she sat until, Edwin C. Bearss of Vicksburg National Military Park   Set out to discover 

if he could locate the wreck. They found her in 1956, covered under the river mud, 

mostly intact. It wasn’t until December 12 1964 until she was raised (102 years to the 

day she was sunk). 

Ultimately the ship had to be raised in sections (cut into 3 pieces) given the weight & 

salvage cable that started to cut the wood apart. 

Today she rests in a cradle at the Vicksburg military park. They built a frame over & 

around her, allowing tourists to walk on board (or over her) with her parts positioned as 

they were, armor partially mounted & replica guns in place. One of only four 4surviving 

Civil War-era ironclads (or parts thereof)  in existence: USS Monitor, CSS Neuse, USS 

Cairo, and CSS Jackson. 

The inside of the museum is almost as impressive as the ship itself with the artifacts 

preserved & displayed there. It was interesting to see that the crew's private weapons on 

display included everything from 1860 revolvers to a flintlock pistol & a variety of 

knives. It is also fascinating to see an army 12 lb howitzer sitting there as an anti-

personnel weapon.... I left wondering where on the upper deck there was room to store 

it. So, should you ever find yourself in Vicksburg I highly recommend you visit, the ship 

museum, the military park & the town. So many of these areas & relics are interrelated 

in Vicksburg, a fact that the books never seem to get across to the reader. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ed_Bearss
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vicksburg_National_Military_Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Monitor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS_Neuse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS_Muscogee
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Picture of the inside walkway built over the original deck but giving an idea how much 

room there was & where the crew slept. 
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Ships bell… Photo from the national Park website. Credit Steven Markos. 
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Illustration to put things in perspective for this ship… Credit Osprey Publications. 
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3. Painting figures  by Brian 
 

 

 

A few more thoughts on painting 15mm figures - Brian 

This was mainly prompted by the interesting article in issue 4 by ‘another Simon’ on his 

technique.  I was very much in agreement with much of what Simon had to say but I 

thought I’d offer a few other ideas.  As you’ll see from the photos I’m content with 

getting troops of an average standard on the table, not of producing works of art. 

Cleaning up castings is the most tedious part of the whole process and there are some 

companies I’ll no longer buy from as they just don’t appear to care about the quality of 

their product.  I have arthritic fingers these days and cleaning up castings is hard work.  I 

now photograph faulty castings and email the company for replacements which 

inevitably come but I suspect that few wargamers do so; perhaps if more people stopped 

accepting poor quality castings companies might start improving quality.   

Happily, PP castings usually seem to be of a very high quality and I find they require 

very little cleaning up.  I’ve never washed figures prior to painting and have never 

encountered a problem, possibly because I undercoat using enamels (more on that later).  

While I paint 28mm figures on individual ‘painting sticks’ (I use short lengths of 

wooden dowel) and have painted 15mm by tacking say half a dozen to a length of strip 

wood, I now find it easier to glue them to the intended base and paint them on the base.  

I don’t really find it awkward to reach any of the figure but the use of a dark undercoat 

doubtless helps. 

 
Bases 
I now use a material called foamed PVC (the brand I buy is Palight, from the 4D 

Modelshop www.4dmodelshop.co.uk) but there are other sources.  This is similar to 

foamboard in that it consist of a layer of foam sandwiched between two outer skins (in 

this case PVC rather than card) but much thinner and I use the 1mm thick material.  It 

cuts easily, I usually nick the corners and then round with a sanding block.  The figures 

are stuck on with pound shop superglue. 

Undercoating 
My approach to undercoating has long been to use a thinned down coat of black enamel 

(Humbrol 33).  When painting the figures for Pieces of Eight I tried using a thinned 

brown enamel (Humbrol 98) and the brown undercoat worked well in those ‘harder to 

reach’ areas, looking less harsh than a black undercoat.   

My latest experiment is using the Army Painter spray primer to both undercoat and 

provide the first layer of colour.  The subjects of this test were the Russian infantry, 

intended for a Russian Civil War Red army, using their Uniform Green.  These sprays 

cover well and give a more uniform coat than most primers so with the uniform green 

http://www.4dmodelshop.co.uk/
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I’ve effectively primed the figure and put on the main uniform colour.  I find it useful to 

stand the can in some hand-hot water for ten minutes before shaking and a better spray 

results than you get just by shaking. 

 

The only drawback is that I prefer to spray outdoors and the autumn / winter aren’t the 

best time of year for this.  Something of a solution is to do it in the workshop (which is 

insulated and has heating) in a large cardboard box which contains the spray, shutting 

the door afterwards and going off to do something else.  I’m intending to try decanting 

some of the paid into a jar (fit a bendy plastic straw to the nozzle and fasten very 

securely, put the other end into a small jar and cover with Clingfilm) so I can use it in an 

airbrush. 

 

My scenic work on the bases varies but currently involves a coat of PA glue, sprinkling 

with sand and shaking off the excess.  For the Sudan figures I also use some larger 

pieces of grit (spare model railway ballast).  When dry I then paint on the base colours. 

My basic approach is Kevin Dallimore’s recipe of Foundry Rawhide 11B, dry brushed 

with Ochre 4c and Canvas 8C. That’s a bit expensive for lots of bases so I’ve substituted 

cheaper acrylic colours, mainly Humbrol but also from the cheap but good range stocked 

by The Works (under a variety of names such as Crafters or Deco-Art).  The paint needs 

thinning a bit (I just use water) and at £1 per 59 ml tube they’re good value. 

I’m in full agreement with Simon about brushes; you can’t do better than Winsor & 

Newton Series 7.  They have an excellent point and sufficient body to hold a good 

amount of paint so there’s no need to go back to the paint pot every five seconds.  

Opinion varies but I find brush soap is excellent at keeping a brush in best condition.  

Always try and avoid getting paint on the hairs adjacent to the ferrule but if you do wash 

the brush straight away as paint is difficult to remove from this area once it has dried.  

Interestingly one of the selling points for acrylic paints years ago was that they were 

kinder to brushes than enamels.  They are but acrylic paints do dry very quickly so I 

regularly wash the brush out in water if I’m doing a long run with one colour. 

While I use Kevin Dallimore’s three colour shading technique for 28mm figures, mainly 

single figures for skirmishes these days, I use a faster and less detailed approach for 

15mm.  I block paint the main colours, using a range of Foundry and Vallejo colours, on 

clothing, flesh and ‘detail’ (packs etc) and then apply a wash.  I’m currently using Army 

Painter’s Strong Tone’ wash.  This is the stuff in the small pots, not the gunk that you’re 

supposed to dunk figures in and shake off.  I find this gives a satisfactory degree of 

shading but you can judge for yourself from the photos. 

 

An option is to dry-brush with the original colour to produce some highlights.  If you’ve 

not come across this very useful technique, basically after dipping the end of the brush 

in some paint you wipe most of the paint off onto a piece of eg kitchen towel and then 

wipe the brush across the figure so that it just catches the highest points (eg the tops of 

folds, the edges of packs or hat brims).  The best brush to use a flat, chisel type head.  

Don’t pay much for them as they quickly get very battered.  When they’re past their best 

I then use them for dry brushing bases.  I currently buy them from Art Discount. 
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As figures obviously get handled a lot I’m a fan of polyurethane varnishes such as you 

get in a DIY shed.  A matt finish rarely seems to be guaranteed so I also keep a bottle of 

Winsor & Newton matt varnish handy; this always produces a matt finish but I doubt 

that it’s as hard wearing. 
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Pictures from Brian’s’ Sudan collection.  

 

As used at the Bournemouth Entoyment PITS day in 

2020.  
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4. Building the Killing Fields  
(Vietnam)   
by Derek 
 

When I started doing some figure to go with Men of Company B (MOCB- PP Vietnam 

rules). I did not really think about the terrain very much.  Plainly speaking I didn’t have 

any. That had to change. 

 

I started off by throwing some rough hooch’s together using a supply of lollypop sticks 

and some other stuff I had hanging around. Then my thought turned to the paddy fields.  

 

First, I tried doing the same thing I have seen in a lot of pictures. Roughly square fields 

with a path round each edge and down the middle. I knocked a couple of things together 

and to me they just didn’t look or feel right. Using everyone’s favourite search engine I 

Googled them and guess what? I was right.  Please bear in mind the locals are not much 

beyond being subsistence farmers so why would they waste growing room by putting 

paths where they didn’t really make much difference. If its beyond your field then why 

bother. After all, why use labour to make something on the neighbours field. 

 

Another major factor was for the dividing burns between sections. The reason for these 

is to keep the fields wet and keep the water in. Bear in mid the fields are rarely built on 

flat ground hence some of those marvellous pictures of the terraced paddy fields. 

Anyway, back to my solution. The first thing to decide was the materials to use for the 

base. There were a number of options available to me, but I settled on Perspex. The 

reasoning was that it was strong, slightly flexible and transparent. This made the final 

difference as I wanted to have a degree of depth to the fields without going to the 

extreme of using stuff to represent the water. 

 

I found a lovely company https://www.plasticsheets.com/ who sell pre cut sheets at a 

wide range of sizes. I wanted 12” x 6” x 2mm and these were at only £1.50 each. I could 

have chosen to have the corners rounded but that would have cost more so I decided I 

could do that myself.  I didn’t appreciate the amount of work needed to do that. After 

trying to do one by hand with craft knife/file decided to get automated, bought a set of 

rotary file for my electric drill and started to grind away.  The result wasn’t perfect as I 

had no workbench or anything to strap/bolt it to so it was all hand held.  I have never 

been a glad as I was when I had the six I need done. 

 

Next step was to roughly take the surface off with course sandpaper. This should allow 

paint to take better than the highly smooth Perspex. 

 

https://www.plasticsheets.com/
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Next step is to paint it all a bases brown colour on the edges and on one side only. The 

reason for only painting one side is that this is the way I was giving the fields depth. I 

also have found that paining the bottom of things provides a degree of slip resistance and 

protection. 
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Next stage is to paint green lines on the unpainted surface to represent the rice growing 

underneath. The lines don’t need to be straight or smooth. Bear in mind these are planted 

by hand, a back breaking process. 
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This was followed by a very thin wash of mainly grey with some brown added to the 

mix to give it a slight browny tinge. This also followed some research on Google and 

showed the light reflecting on the fields had that sort of appearance.  
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Next come the issue of what material to use for the burns. MY first thought was to use 

my usual mud/PVA mix but the tends to spread out even though the finished effect can 

be great. It’s ideal to use when basing figure but may also prove to be too brittle to 

match the slight flexibility of the Perspex.  Next choice was another of my favourite 

building materials. No More Nails – it’s easily piped, dries quickly and, using a wetted 

lolly stick is easily manipulated. It’s also quite cheap. A small tube (£4.50/$3) did all six 

field sections. I also needed this to use for the paths, these needed to be made to look 

“well used” and unmaintained with occasional cart tracks shown in odd places. 
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Once dried the next step was a to paint these the same brown as the other side. I tend to 

paint places I intend to cover with mud/grass with a dark brown colour as this means any 

spots missed or thinly covered just show a different brown underneath.  
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At this stage they were already starting to look the part. Next was to add some texture to 

the burns. I love mud (it’s free) for this but decided not to use a mud/PVA mix as it gets 

messy and can be time consuming. Settled on just painting the burns with PVA and 

lightly coating this with a layer of finely ground mud.  It did not matter if there are some 

lumps or very small stones as the imperfections were what I looked for.  
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The penultimate step was just to paint a small amount of medium PVE along the tops of 

the burns and along the paths and press into that some medium clump foliage. 

 

Once all dry I spray for protection. Yet again I tend not to follow the traditional route of 

spray varnish and prefer to use an old alternative I used years ago. Women’s lacquer hair 

spray. Its wonderful stuff. I used to use this as protection for highly bull’d toecaps and 

heels of boots when I used to wear a green suit for a living (Army for the uninitiated). 

An additional factor is that it makes the wash put down for the water surface become 

slightly translucent and show a touch more of the bottom brown coat.  Final results: 
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I’ll let you decide if the results justify the time and effort. You can also see some of the 

building I crated in the final pictures. If people wish, I can throw something together on 

how these were made at very low cost. Yes a bag of lolly sticks is £1 in a lot of different 

shops and yes, I am a cheapskate.  No I am not, I just prefer to keep my money for the 

things I can make myself such as figures and more rulesets       

 

Thanks for the time. 

 

Derek (Mog) 
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5.  Mexican revolution 
Armoured cars  by Duncan 

 

I have written a little bit about  the road/rail armoured car.  

Also, an obscure but interesting tank which it is claimed in 1917 as being thec1st non Eu

ropean tank designed and actually to be  built ever, the TNCA Salinas Heavy tank. A rat

her rounded cross between a British MkIV and the French St Chamond. Maybe not some

thing that much of interest for gaming (I could not find a printable file for it, but there ar

e several photographs. ) but interesting in a historical sense as something co ing out of t

he conflict. Anyway, no doubt you can add some photographs. https://tanks-

encyclopedia.com/ww1-mexico-tnca-salinas/ 

 

 

 

 

 

Armoured Vehicles in the Mexican Revolution 

 

I have been taking a look at the Mexican Revolution given the new Peter Pig range in    

order to see what was used. It would at first glance appear to not be much given that the 

co flict began in 1910 before the first tanks were around in Europe. However it should n

ot be forgotten that this conflict went on until 1920, so covers the decade when huge cha

nges occurred in the way vehicles were used. 

 

It is no secret that the US army used basic armoured cars during their expedition into Me

xico, manufactured in the main by the White Motor Company and formed in to the 1st A

rmoured Motor Battery of the New York National Guard. But the Mexicans themselves 

also used basic armoured Cars as well. They were by no means prolific but the odd one 

here and there could add some interesting aspects to an army or perhaps be an objective 

etc. The majority of these were not armed themselves but usually were equipped with nu

merous slits that could be used by soldiers inside to fire their weapons out of.  

 

One thing that is also probably one of the best known facts concerning the conflict was t

he use of the railway network to transport troops, a method used by all sides. I discovere

d a photograph of an armoured car that essentially is just a lorry with armoured plates ov

er it that had wheels adapted for use on road or rail which struck me as being rather forw

ard thinki g for the era. What was more I actually found a 3d print file for it on the thing

yverse website made by a person under the name of ThomasLA which although in HO 1

/87 scale can be resized to represent 1/100 scale for 15mm figures. Here is the link to thi

ngyverse  https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2640502 

https://tanks-encyclopedia.com/ww1-mexico-tnca-salinas/
https://tanks-encyclopedia.com/ww1-mexico-tnca-salinas/
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2640502
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Although not an armoured car, whilst looking i to these I also found this armoured vehic

le of the Revolution vintage which was quite remarkable really. The article I was reading

 online claimed it to be the first non European actual tank design ever. The TNCA Salina

s Heavy Tank prototype of which ar least one was built. Designed by Major Alberto Sali

nas Carranza. It has rounded side spoonsons with machine guns to which the crew doors 

opened in front of, which I feel is not that practicle if you want protection for your men 

whilst getting in and out during battle, but whose main armament came in the form of th

e five barrel revolving 37mm Hotchkiss machine gun mounted on a forward facing panel 

 

Apparently it was tested with a Mexican produced version of the 75mm gun used in the 

French St Chamond but that for what ever reasln was not adopted. It seems this tank end

ed its days as a stationary guard hut outside a military air base called Balbuena, near Me

xico City. I just found it somewhat interesting that such a vehicle could be designed and 

built some years before anything approaching what could be called a tank was produced 

north of the border in the USA, which is afterall so synonymous with tank design in W

W2.  
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6  Reminiscences  by Les 

I first started in the hobby in 1969 whilst at art college in Taunton.  Whilst at college I 

worked part time in the local toy shop in Taunton.  These were the golden days for toy 

shops who carried everything from dolls and prams, model railways, Meccano, die-cast 

models and of course Airfix models.  We would wait for the Airfix rep to come in with 

the new models.  I started collection 54mm soft plastics and then later the hard plastic 

mulitpose figures. 

 

In Taunton with a school friend we wrote a set of Napoleonic rules and used to play on 

the floor of his garage with 1:72 soft plastic Airfix figures.  We used the buildings and 

figure sets from Airfix, did a little conversion and often just painted the figures from any 

period into Napoleonic colours.  We did simple head swaps using a cut off pin to attach 

the head.  We also did simple conversions with plasticine using banana oil to set 

plasticine.  We painted with gloss Humbrol enamels.   

 

I remember starting to collect Osprey books from a small local bookshop and even 

purchased a copy of Men-at-Arms first title, Foot Grenadiers of the Imperial Guard, that 

was published in 1971.  These earliest titles were unnumbered and were often regimental 

histories rather than the studies of uniforms and equipment.  When I finished college I 

move to a job in Bristol working for a Graphic Designer, and here I found and started to 

attend the Bristol Area Branch of the British Model Soldier Society.   

 

At around this time I started collecting Hinchliffe models, there was a model shop in 

Bristol called 'The Modellers Den'.  Hinchliffe models at this time they came wrapped in 

blue tissue in a blue cardboard box with the contents written on the end.  I built a large 

ECW army.  At this time there were no 'Wargame Shows', I do remember going to some 

modelling shows. 

 

Started to play Napoleonic's using Bristol Wargames Society Napoleonic rules written 

by Mike Blake, Garth Rose, and John Spry.  And met up the SW group.  They had 

written the first edition of their Western Rules and then published the second edition 

in1971'ish.  These were first reproduced using a Gestetner machine, this was fine for the 

small number of copies being produced in the early days. 

 

I then started to play games in Bristol at the local club and got to know Mike Blake and 

his wife.  He had a table in his spare room and we used to game most weeks.  He had 

already started writing rules with Ian Colwill and Steve Curtis.  They worked under the 

brand of 'Skirmish Wargames', Steve and his father were the printers, Mike did the 

detailed research and Ian worked out the gaming details.  Then they all played to iron 

out the inaccuracies.  As I was working in graphic design I started to do the rules covers.  

Over the years I did covers for 'The Old West', 'Colonial', and 'Flintlock and Ramrod'.  
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The first two rule-sets were one figure one man.  For these we used 54mm plastic figures 

that were converted by our own hands to create the characters for the next game.  

Flintlock and Ramrod was for squad type games, these were often with smaller scale 

figures, 25mm Minifigs, 25mm Hinchliffe, and 30mm Willie, where you needed to field 

more figures.  With the Colonial rules Doctor Ted Herbert was part of the team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

French group (above) 
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Historicon in the year?? (above) 
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7. “Romans Mr Caractacus! 
MMMM of ‘em”   by Mike C 
 

So the call went out for Mill 7 articles and having benefited for some time from the 

absolutely inspirational  RFCM forum eye candy articles I thought I should have a go.   

 

First up – Roman Auxillia with Spear and wreath sheld ready for undercoating in Tamiya 

Flat Brown. 

 

 
 

Here we see the undercoat plus silver mail and gunmetal and silver spear points. The 

silver armour then gets a wash of Army Painter Strong tone.  

 

 

 
 

I find the PP figures work well with a combination of techniques – washes for some things 

like armour and two/three tone build up for other areas depending on the period and troop 

type. 

This next picture shows the shields basecoat of Vallejo German Camo orange, Vallejo 

Green ochre spear shaft, Humbrol leather boots and sword belt, Humbrol wine red 
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scabbard and Humbrol flesh legs. The arms were mostly done later. The boots got a Strong 

Tone wash to try and pick out the detail. 

 

 
 

This is a face on shot to show a couple more details – like the natty red neck scarf. The 

faces were blocked in and then hit with another splodge of Strong Tone. I think this was 

quite effective in bringing out the features. 

 

 

 
 

After that it was two tone time for the arms in Humbrol Flesh and the clothing – base coats 

of Vallejo Deep Green or Deep Sky Blue followed by Intermediate Green or Sky Blue.  

Sharp eyed readers will spot that the figures on the sticks of three have Vallejo Blue Grey 
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or Grey Green as the highlight. This picture was taken through the magnifying lens of my 

painting lamp – a must have accessory now that I am past 50…. 

 

 
 

Then it was time to address the shields. I had a snazzy yellow and red colour scheme in 

mind. I’m not quite sure it worked. The base coat was covered in its frontal aspects by 

Derivan Unbleached Cloth then Derivan Signal Yellow, leaving plenty of spots of base 

showing. The wreath had been dry brushed red and hit with Nuln Oil. The shield bosses 

are in Citadel Tin Bitz  In my mind auxiliary troops would have been very much rough 

and tumble in their daily operations and the shields would reflect this.  They look better 

in real life.  

Barely in shot in the background you can make out a green shielded unit painted pretty 

much the same way lying in ambush in a 4 litre RUB. 
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Now all that’s left is Tin Bitz for the helmets, Vallejo Brass scabbard tips and the sealant 

of Mod Podge followed by Winsor and Newton Galleria Matte.  

The very last touch is to finish the helmets with Vallejo Brass highlights just to add a bit 

of sparkle (Phil Barker advocated using metallics after all the varnishes and sealants have 

been applied, good advice even if more applicable in the age of enamels). 

 
 

Basing is simply coloured filler, sand, stones and 2mm static grass.  Simon Hall of Mortem 

et Gloriam fame has a very instructive YouTube video on quick and effective basing. I 

had never done this before, and I am pleased with the results. 

 

Lessons learned: 

• Paint the armour, whole shield basecoat and spear shaft first.  

• Things look horrendous until they start nearing the finishing stages. 

• Pick more subdued colours for shields. 

• Really sort out how to do the wreaths. 

And finally, in the words of another great British Peter institution in the UK, Blue Peter,  

“here’s one I made earlier”… 
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The figures are a joy to paint and are intended for my Mortem et Gloriam Pacto Army for 

conquering Britain.  Or Germany. Or Parthia…..  

 

Mike  
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8. Victory in the Desert  by Mike H 

 
 

Victory in the Desert I. A one or two player game of air 

war  1942 in the Western Desert 
 
 

Cards for  Victory in the Desert 

Base Table 

position 

Type of 

base 

Aircraft A/C 

Range 

Combat 

value 

Bomb 

weight 

Recce 

value 

Gambut NNE A Hurricane B 3 2 0 
El Adem NE A Spitfire A 4 1 0 
Gazzala NNE B Maacii 

MC 200 
C 3 1 0 

Bomba NW C Ju 87 B 1 3 1 
Derna NNW  Ju 88 C 2 4 2 
Tmimi NNW C Me 109 A 4 1 1 

Sidi 

Berani 

NNE C P40 

Kittyhawk 
A 2 2 2 

Bardia NW B Blenheim 

mk I 
A 3 1 1 

Place NW top left,place NNW 

to right of this.Place NE top 

left,place NNE to left of 

this.Place C on 

perimeter.Place B towards 

centre. Place A in centre. 

Blenheim 

mk IV 
B 2 2 2 

Blenheim 

mk V 
C 1 3 2 

 

Victory in the Desert is a one or two player game simulating the air war circa 1942 in 

the Western Desert of North Africa. 

 

Issue the German cards to one player and the allied to the other Place the cards in piles 

on the table in the areas indicated on the chart. 

The game is played using cards printed on a single side. There  are three numbers and a 

designation of type. The number depict combat, bomb and recce numbers. The type 

designates the aircraft functions ,combat, bombing of reconnaissance. 

 

Players take turns at these sequences by placing cards face down at the individual 

opponent piles. Cards are then turned face up  in front of the base they are going to 

attack. When combat for one base is resolved the opponent takes a turn doing the same 
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thing. The aim of the game is for the player to eliminate all of an opponent bomber 

cards. 

 

Alternately the game may be played solo the opponent cards placed according to a die 

roll and consultation of a victory track. 

 

 

 

Sequence 
 

Reconnaisance 
Air to air combat 

Ground to air combat 

Air to ground combat 

Air to ground 

End of day 

 

Ready aircraft 
Cards are placed according to  range letters on aircraft cards and base type .An A card 

may only be placed at an A base ,a B card may be placed at an A or B base .A C card 

,may be placed at any base. 

 

Players place aircraft they are going to use this turn to the front of their piles face down. 

Arrange aircraft in the pile. Cards are placed by taking cards from the top of the deck. 

Place standing patrol aircraft in front of each pile 

 

Reconnaissance 
Each player places one of his aircraft cards in front of an enemy base he he intends to 

attack.  

Note recon number.1d6.If recon number or under is rolled all attacking aircraft combat 

and bomb numbers are plus one that  on cards. Place recon aircraft back in their original 

piles on the bottom of the deck. 

 

Air to air combat 
Turn over all cards enemy and player at any pile .Add each sides combat number 

Compare each pairing combat number .If the difference is three or more the  aircraft 

having the lowest combat number is removed from play.If one or two difference  the low 

squadron suffers heavy damage. Place it at the bottom of  the pile it came from. Place 

attacker and defender back  in their individual piles keeping the former on the bottom of 

the pile. Go to next pile and repeat. 
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Ground to air combat 
AA at a base under attack fire on attackers. Cross reference number of AA guns with 

enemy aircraft at base under attack. AA  player removes number of opponents 

corresponding to figure on chart. First choice Blenheim, Ju88, second choice Ju87, P40, 

third choice Me 109 ,Hurricane, Spitfire. Remove hit aircraft from play. Go to air to 

ground combat. 

 

Air to ground combat 
Aircraft at enemy piles bomb  those cards .Add attacking aircraft bomb 

numbers.1d6.Subtract die from the total bomb number. The modified number represents 

the hit aircraft. Remove this number from the base under attack taking the cards from the 

top of the deck. 

 

When a base is empty of aircraft cards it becomes the opponent base .This player now 

places aircraft belonging to him on this position. 

 

 

 

 

To play solo a score is kept and then this score cross referenced against a die roll. 

 Aircraft are. moved according to table .If the die results in an attack upon a friendly 

base take another turn until the result is an opponent base. 

 

Score is decided by number of enemy aircraft removed each turn 
 
 

                               1                         1                             2                          3                      4                         5                       6 

+5+3 Gambut El Adem

  

Sidi 

Berrani 

Bardia Tmimi Bomba Derna 

+2+1 El Adem Sidi Berrani Bardia Tmimi Bomba Derna Derna 

-1-3 Sidi 

Berrani 

Bardia Tmimi Bomba Derna Derna Sidi 

Beranni 

-4-5 Bardia Tmimi Bomba Derna Sidi 

Berani 

Bardia Tmimi 

British bases El Adem,Gambut,Bardia,Sidi Beranni.German bases 

Derna,Gazzal,Bomba,Tmimi. 

Place standing patrol at German bases and bombing aircraft at British bases. 

Movement must be by a/c having the correct range letter. Place one aircraft of type 

named if score is in the minus range. If +1 to +3 place two cards ,if over +3 place 

three cards .If cards are not available place closest amount available. 
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9. Trains, trains and trains  by Neil C 

 

Our resident railway chap! 
 

I thought you'd be interested to see the fruits of my labours on furlough... 

The finished blindirovs crewed with naval gunners and a rifle company, and finally my 

'nekked' Ov.1875. You'll recognise elements of the Wild West train incorporated into it! 
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10.   Windmills by Norm S 

 
 
 

 

 

Ironclad Miniatures do a nice range of 15mm products in resin, one of which is their 

Russian Windmill, which brings a nice medium size structure to the battlefield and is 

useful for several eras and battlefields. 

 

The kit comes in 10 parts, 5 of which are the 4 sails and the block that they anchor into. 

The parts are cleanly cast, so needed an absolute minimal tidy-up. The pieces got a quick 
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wash in warm soapy water, even though a release agent is not used, I just like the belt 

and braces approach! 

 

Superglue was used to attach the sails and ladder, while I used two-part epoxy resin for 

the roof, body, base and sub-base, though there was no reason why superglue couldn’t 

have used throughout. 

 

The whole model was attached to a 80mm x 60mm MDF base using ‘No Nails’ glue 

(ideal when one surface is absorbent and it removes the ‘fumes’ thing) and a small 

mound of filler went to the rear of the base, so that the ladder to the balcony could be set 

on some slightly raised ground, which makes for a better contact and look. 

 

Since the base sets the footprint, the only other measurements of note are determined by 

the tips of the sails, so from the way I have set them, the total height and the width of the 

model are 100mm each way. 

 

A brown spray primer was initially used. This adhered well to the main structure, but 

separated in places from the sails, so I brushed on Vallejo black polyurethane primer and 

all was well. I think the sails might use a different, more flexible resin, this works well 

as once assembled, there is a spring rather than a rigidity to the sails that protects them 

from damage if knocked.  

 

A light coating of airbrushed Vallejo IDF Israeli Sand brought the base brown back that 

I wanted and then brushed on highlights of Israeli Sand mixed with a touch of Vallejo 

Ivory, brought up the colour. Everything was then knocked back and shaded with a thin 

mucky wash. The overall effect was to show a working building that has been weathered 

by rain and sun bleaching over many years. 

 

A windmill is just one of those structures that always looks eye-catching on the 

battlefield and this is a nicely proportioned and produced model, working well with 

15mm and is a useful addition to the collection. 

 

Norm 
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11.    German paratroopers 
(Fallschirmjager)   by Si T 

 

A photo opportunity for the new PP German paras.  
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Drop canisters. 

These have been 

made by Si using 

his 3D printer 

and a bit of IT 

work. 
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Chutes. Scratchbuilt. 
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2 man radio team 
 

These are the two figures that 

make up the Torn.Fu.2d VHF 

Radio. 

 

The cable on the Zubehör goes to 

the Transceiver and the guys 

microphone connects back to the 

Transceiver. I will put some thread 

on the next pair I do.  The Rod 

antenna was six 32cm sections 

added into a variable angle adaptor 

so just over 2m in length. Later 

you get to see a shorter antenna 

with a cruciform top (I think also 

referred to as a stern antenna) but I 

don’t know when that entered 

service. 
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12. 3D-Printed Buildings – A 
First Foray  by Simon P 
 

As I pulled together scenery for the currently-delayed (but for which the preparations are 

still going strong) RFCM PBI Crete Day, I fairly soon found myself struggling to find 

suitable buildings for the towns that were to feature on each table. 

I had resigned myself to the prospect of having to scratch build something pretty crude 

out of balsawood and plastic card, unless I could persuade someone else to do so. 

By the wonders of modern technology, and completely out of the blue, RFCM Forum 

member “Antioch Bob” volunteered his 3D printer for anything that we might be 

missing for the game. This was wonderful – being in Canada, Bob would be unable to 

participate in person, but had got sufficiently interested in the proceedings to want to 

join in from afar. 

 

Bob has a 3D printer and had bought various files: a set entitled “Italy to Spain” 

[https://3dprintterrain.myshopify.com/collections/other-files/products/italy-to-spain] 

looked just the job – fairly small and simple rural buildings with pantile roofs. 

I remain blissfully unaware of the details of Bob’s travails as he ran tests and then 

waited for one of the roof print files to get corrected. However, within a very short 

period of time we’d agreed the models that Bob was kindly going to produce (he also 

provided some rather nice explosions, as well as a girder bridge that will grace the edge 

of the Maleme table in our Crete games); he’d printed them up and shipped them safely 

halfway around the world – just before things went a little crazy with the pandemic. 
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So, now I had the models, but how to prepare and paint them? I did find that a 

reasonable amount of preparation was needed: the printing striations were most obvious 

on curved sections, and there were whisps of plastic in a number of places from the 

printing process. The plastic itself was not the easiest to work with, but I used a 

combination of knife, files and liquid cement to sort that all out. And some plastic filler 

where there were some gaps in a couple of roofs. 

While the models came with open windows, I decided to blank these off with card and 

paint them black, rather than having to paint the interior and them risk the models 

getting clogged up with debris over time. I also mixed up the components so that each 

model was slightly different. 

Having cleansed and assembled the models, I found the walls a little too straight, as well 

as lined from the printing process. I decided to “render” them with some Vallejo acrylic 

earth texture. This gave a somewhat over-scale but pleasingly rustic look to my eye: 

 

 

 
 

 

After that, it was a question of priming and painting them. I went for simple bright 

colours. Washes wouldn’t have worked well due to the printing striations and might also 

have overcomplicated what were intended to simple dwellings, but I am very happy with 

the end results: 
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So, thanks to the initiative and generosity of a fellow Forum member, there we have it – 

a nice little set of very robust wargames buildings that will work in a number of 

Mediterranean settings and very nicely fit the bill for our Crete games – thanks Bob! 
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13.  Samurai  by Soeren 

 

 

My friend and I wanted to paint some samurai armies for “Battles in the age of war”.  

We decided on Takeda and Uesugi, mostly because I had no desire to handpaint the 

sashimonos and I had bought some transfers from Scale Specialties (although for 10mm, 

they fit the PP figs perfect).  

I had a great deal of fun painting and putting my Takeda force together. In BAW your 

force is made up of 2-3 clans. I decided to paint Obu, Kosaka and Takeda (of cause). 

Although I was a bit daunted by painting samurai armour I settled with the armlength 

rule (The figures must look good at arms length😊) But found that painting the figures 

was much easier because of the fine sculpting.  

All of the pictures, except the Takeda Shingen figure (from two-dragon production) is 
from PP excellent Samurai range. 
 
 
 

 Takeda selfie 
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A full game of BAW (above) 
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Kosaka clan (above) 

 
Obu clan  (above) 
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Obu Samurai (above) 
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Ready to fight (above) 
 

 

Shingen’s personal guard (above) 
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Takeda army (above) 
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Takeda clan (above) 

 

 
 

Takeda Shingen   (above) 
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 Jens’ Samurai 

Uesugi army 
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14. Crete German fallschirmjager 

by  Stewart 
 

 

Here are some snaps of German paratroopers. 

They are being made ready for a Crete  big game. The game has been delayed because 

of the current crisis. 

Colour coding helps ID the men/unit  when in play. 
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15. Re-enactor Vikings at Corfe 
Castle in 2012 by martin 
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(Above) The famous Wareham Viking sword found in the river. 

Wareham was the site of a great Viking battle attack.  

It failed because the Cornish did not turn up to help. 
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Grrr, gnash, arghh! 
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More grnt, groosh 

 

Shieldwall 
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Shield wall!  
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END  


